News May 2019
Considerate Contractors Awards
Instalcom have for the fourth year running been awarded the City of
London Considerate Contractor Highly Commended Gold Award.
Taking place in the prestigious surroundings of the Merchant Taylors
Hall London on Friday 18th May 2019, the Considerate Contractor
31st Gold Awards ceremony recognises and celebrates the very best in
the construction sector. Representing Instalcom at the event were
Managing Director Vince Bowler; Health & Safety Advisor Kevin
Hughes, and Construction Lead Gerry McKenna and the award was
presented by The Right Honorable Lord Mayor, Alderman Peter Estlin

Delivery of New Splicer Vans
As fleet growth continues, Instalcom have taken delivery of the first batch of 6 new splicer vans. A further 24 have been ordered. These new vans have been ordered to support the growth in the Comms business unit and to replace some of the older
fleet. These new splicer vans have been kitted out to high spec in order to ensure the best working environment for the splicing teams.

A Great Use of Initiative
Rico Avis has previously reported that the access to his wagon was unsafe as he was having to climb onto the back of it to
add/remove pipes in all weather conditions. Whilst the process to source a more suitable and costly option was being looked
into by the Transport Department, Rico took it upon himself to make adjustments which have eliminated the need to climb
onto the wagon and work at height (all of which were carried out with the testing and approval of the Transport Department).
Rico has added a length of pipe feeding into the clean water tank as a permanent addition so that he can fill the tank without
climbing up onto the back of the wagon. Previously he was climbing onto the lip of the storage boxes on the side of the wagon. He has also cut down the pipe which is used to empty the tank at the sewage treatment works to reduce the need of climbing up the back of the wagon on the small step. This is stored in one of the storage boxes on the side of the wagon, the requirement to work at height is now eliminated.
The additions made to the wagon cost as little as £10 for parts and Rico even used his own parts and equipment to make
these adjustments and he carried these out in his own time. We celebrate and encourage all those working for Instalcom to
use their initiative to solve problems with such enthusiasm!

Before...Unsafe - climbing onto the wagon to attach the
pipe to fill the clean water tank

After.... Rico has made adjustments to his wagon

Rotherhithe Tunnel Restrictions
Under the new restrictions on the Rotherhithe Tunnel, vehicles that are more than 6ft 6in (2m) wide or high, or goods vehicles
weighing more than 2 metric tons, are not safe to travel through the tunnel, with drivers putting themselves and others at risk.
From early February, enforcement will be carried out by the new cameras 24/7 and people driving vehicles through the tunnel
that do not comply with the restrictions could be fined up to £130.
Instalcom Driver’s will be recharged if using this route, alternative routes Tower Bridge or the Blackwell Tunnel.
If you are unsure if your vehicle is compliant contact the Transport Office (020 87314620)

Sewer Surveys
Instalcom are commencing a new project for SSE Telecoms, our
works will involve the surveying of 25km of sewer network in
the Holborn area of London. The survey of the large diameter
sewer network is required to confirm the condition of the sewer
prior to the installation of sub duct and fibre cable. The survey
will be completed using a Remote Operated Vehicle with a video
camera mounted on to the unit, all work are completed at night
when sewer levels are at their lowest. The condition report will
identify if the asset is fit for purpose or if remedial works are
required to remove slurry or any fat-burgers. Instalcom will confirm the distance of sub duct and fibre to be installed and will
produce a programme of works for the installation phase of the
project. All work being completed is undertaken in conjunction
with the asset owner Thames Water.

Albert Embankment Works
We would like to celebrate some fantastic feedback received this month for the hard work and
attitude of Instalcom representatives in completing the HV cable installation as outlined by
Thames Tideway Tunnelling. P.Eyre from MI5, whose building the works were outside of,
commented that all representatives on these works were “a pleasure to be around” and that “the
professionalism and attention to detail [they have all] demonstrated during this project has been
exemplary”. The team ensured that the site was secured and tidied of muck and debris at the end
of each shift. On top of this, praise was given to the camaraderie, communication and enthusiasm throughout the project.
These works were in one of the most challenging areas in the capital where works of this nature
could be executed and therefore to complete the task so proficiently is outstanding; a true
demonstration of how pulling together as a team can help achieve the impossible.
We would like to sincerely thank all those involved in the project. Nick Masterton and Billy
Beck have received this month’s vouchers to show our appreciation for the hard work of the
team.

Current Vacancies
Instalcom currently have a number of vacancies available, full details of which can be found on the ‘Careers’ page of the company website. Please encourage any suitable candidates to apply for the following roles by submitting their CV to
cvs@instalcom.co.uk
Vacancy
Location
Requirements
Cable Pullers, Fibre Optic
Engineers

London / Greater London Previous experience is a bonus. Training can be provided for the right
candidates. Driving license required.

Accounts Assistant

Head Office

Previous accounts exp. Knowledge of Sage Systems

Grab Drivers

London and South East

Clean HGV licence, grab qualifications, Streetworks Card

Fitter

Head Office

Ability to follow technical manuals/engineering diagrams

Lead Hand/Lead Ganger

London and South East

Experience in leading gangs, Streetworks & CSCS Card

PON Surveyor

Head Office

Fibre Planning / Network Design experience (PON, GFAST, Gigabit
etc.). Openreach experience is preferable.

Reinstatement Teams

London and South East

CPC Accreditation, Streetworks Card

Project Coordinator

Head Office

Experience of Utilities/Fibre Industry.

If you would like a good news story relating to work, a charity activity or personal achievement to be considered for inclusion
within future company newsletters please contact Amber-Rose E: amber-rose.crossley@instalcom.co.uk Tel: 0208 731 4629

